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 The Colt Balok Show Announces   

 
“Tiger King’s Carole Baskin One-Hour Special Tell-All” 

 
ALBUQUERQUE, N.M. – The Colt Balok Show’s mission is to inspire everyone to be their best self and to 
connect one human to another; Colt like’s to humanize every person who comes on the show. Carole 
Baskin is known for the hit Netflix documentary series, ‘Tiger King’. On Thursday, January 14th, Carole 
will discuss many of the controversial topics on The Colt Balok Show. 
 
Carole Baskin owns Big Cat Rescue, a cat rescue facility in Tampa Bay, Florida. Her rescue has been 
highly controversial. Carole has also been accused of killing her former husband by feeding him to a 
tiger. Baskin states, "Can you imagine having people think you killed your husband or wife and not being 
able to prove otherwise? Without a body, there is nothing I can do to clear my name." 
 

“Carole is brave to come on the show,” Colt Balok, the Host of the show, said. “She is not happy with 

Netflix and will be speaking out against the company.” This will be Carole’s first time as a guest on The 

Colt Balok Show. Colt did not seek out Carole and had never heard her name prior to one of his segment 

producers booking her as a guest. “I’ve never seen Tiger King. People have told me to watch the show 

prior to the interview so I can be better prepared, but I don’t want any misperception biased towards 

Carole”, Balok says. Balok wants to discuss topics including Netflix, her relationships with Joe Exotic and 

her former husband, and the behind the scenes of Carole’s life.  

 

The show has always been about connecting with others deeper than the surface level. No matter the 

guest, Balok has always tried to find a way to understand people while inspiring others to do the same. 

“This interview feels like an Oprah Winfrey interviewing Michael Jackson kind of moment.” Balok said. 

“Carole has declined interviews with various other talk shows including Anderson Cooper.”  

 

The Colt Balok Show and uStudios are pleased to welcome Carole Baskin for this episode. The event will 

air on the MY50TV (KASY) station at 6:00 AM on Tuesday January 19th. This will be a one-hour interview 

with Carole Baskin.  
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